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SHERWOOD WAS SAVED BUT
WARING DESTROYED
In its truest form horse racing is poetry in motion. It’s why so many racing fans say
Desert Orchid's unforgettable Gold Cup victory in a snowstorm at Cheltenham in 1989 is
the greatest race they have ever seen. Me, too. The difficulty is, truth and poetry are not
fashionable these days. A great line in the film, The Big Short, sums up why they don’t
seem to matter. “Truth is like poetry. And most people f…..g hate poetry.”
In 2014, the British Horseracing Authority (BHA), a government agency effectively
funded by the taxpayer and charged with protecting the integrity of the sport, rejected
complaints of wrongdoing against a well known trainer. The cover-up became the story
when a judge perverted the course of justice in an astonishing abuse of power which also
saw a company connected to some of the biggest names in British racing impersonate a
firm of solicitors to try and bankrupt racehorse owner Sarah Waring.
It is a disturbing story driven by a conspiracy orchestrated by the BHA to protect the
trainer, who instructed bailiffs to take assets belonging to Waring’s 82 year old mother,
who was not connected in any way to this situation. The trainer was also found to be using
unlabelled equine drugs.
Waring is combative and passionate about horses, but was out of her depth when
Oliver Sherwood took legal action against her as she strove to get justice for a horse
named Treasury Bond, who she and seven other enthusiasts raced in a syndicate. They
wouldn’t describe themselves as enthusiasts any longer after the way they were treated by
racing’s rulers and, with one notable exception, the legal establishment.
Waring stood up to Sherwood and the BHA over what happened to Treasury Bond
in 2014. The BHA decided Sherwood did not break any rules of racing and when he
took legal action to recover training fees he alleged he was owed, Waring counter sued
for damages claiming the trainer caused irreparable injury to the syndicate’s horse and
covered it up.
She lost the case, but the bizarre way it played out makes it look like a stitch-up to
protect Sherwood, a grandee of British jump racing who captured the Grand National with
Many Clouds in 2015 and has won sIx races at the Cheltenham Festival. She believed
Sherwood should be held accountable for the reckless way he treated Treasury Bond, but
she received no support from the BHA. In fact, it was the opposite.
It is well documented that Sherwood has trained racehorses for 40 years and won
over a thousand races, but so has Waring spent most of her life around horses.

￼
Her mother, Barbara, trained for thirty years and, after competing successfully as
a young show jumper, Sarah (pictured above) became fully involved in the racing world
which included spells working for trainers like Harry Thompson Jones, Alec Stewart, Barry
Hills and Major Dick Hern. She trained point to pointers, worked as a field officer for the
Thoroughbred Rehabilitation Centre and was building up her small stud when Treasury
Bond went into training with Sherwood.
This scandal is revealed in countless emails and documents, which I have seen
and retained. The inescapable facts make for sombre reading, of how the British
racing establishment saved one of its own but destroyed an easy target in a grotesque
miscarriage of justice.
Businessman Frank Brady bred and owned Treasury Bond and Paul Midgley trained
him to run four times as a two year old in 2009, when placing fourth on two occasions.
Brady gifted the horse to Waring at the end of his two year old season and she decided
to give him time off to grow with the intention of bringing him back into training later to go
hurdling.
In 2013 Waring put together a syndicate of eight people including herself to race
Treasury Bond and he went into training with Oliver Sherwood at Rhonehurst Stables
in Lambourn. He had his first run for Sherwood in a flat handicap at Nottingham on 12
June 2014, finishing sixth of 12 runners beaten eight lengths. While it was a good effort
considering the time he had been off the track, he had essentially run to the same level
the last time he competed when trained by Midgley in 2009. The syndicate didn’t mind, this
was intended to be a fun horse to go racing with.
Work commitments prevented Waring attending the Nottingham race and she was
again absent looking after her mares and foals when Treasury Bond had his next run a
month later in another flat handicap at Bath. He was a well beaten last of ten runners.
Members of the syndicate who did get to Bath called Waring to say the horse was in a
terrible state, was distressed and making a disturbing noise.
Waring made immediate arrangements the next morning for him to go back home to
her. Sherwood, who said he was going on holiday and also missed the trip to Bath, texted
her with an update on Treasury Bond after his run.
“Eaten up. All A1.”
Vet Gemma Lamble, of Fellowes Farm Equine Clinic, said in a letter she sent to the
BHA that she was visiting Waring’s stud when Treasury Bond arrived back from Sherwood
on 15 July 2014. “ I looked at him on the yard at 5PM when I was booked to scan two
of Mrs Waring’s other mares at the yard. The horse appeared to be in poor body
condition with prominent ribs and spine and also showed a lack of muscle over his
hind quarters. The horse had a generally quiet demeanour.”
Lamble took this photograph of the horse at that time and Waring requested she
return to carry out a full clinical examination, which she did two days later.
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THE DAMNING VETERINARY REPORTS
Lamble is Clinical Director at Fellowes Farm Equine Clinic and an RCVS Advanced
Practitioner. She carried out a full examination of Treasury Bond at Waring’s stud on 17
July 2014, which revealed the following main clinical features.

“

The horse was in poor bodily condition; condition score 2/5 (graded by the
method described by Carroll and Huntingdon 1988 and contained in Code
Of Practice For The Welfare Of Horses, Ponies, Donkeys - Body Condition
Scoring of Horses). This score was reached due to the horse’s ribs being
clearly visible with minimal fat covering, the withers being prominent, and
the pelvis being prominent with the rump being flat either side of the back
bone.
The horse’s pelvis was prominent with a significantly reduced muscle
mass either side of the rump. A loss of muscle over the pelvis can be seen
associated with an injury or lameness associated with the hind limbs and
would have to be relatively long standing to get to this degree. In addition
whilst examining the horse’s pelvis from behind with the horse standing
square on a level surface the pelvis was obviously asymmetric with the
left side of the pelvis sitting higher than the right.
The horse showed a significant pain response upon palpation of the
muscles either side of the spine in the area of the back behind the saddle
and in front of the pelvis. This can be seen in conjunction with a hind limb
lameness or associated with a primary back problem.
A very significant pain response was also seen when pressure was
applied to the sacroiliac area of the pelvis. This would be consistent with a
significant injury to the sacroiliac joint.
The horse was lame on the right hind leg. This was graded 4/10 when the
horse was trotted in a straight line on a hard level surface. An obvious
hip hike to the right hind was also present as part of this lameness. The
lameness was slightly worsened after the right hind leg was held flexed
for one minute prior to trotting the horse away.
As part of the lameness investigation the horse was turned in a tight circle
on a hard level surface. During this examination the horse was unable to
cross the right hind leg over the left hind when turned to his right. In a
tight circle to the left the horse was able to cross his left leg over normally.
This is consistent with horses that we see that demonstrate pain and/or
weakness and/or incoordination.

”
Lamble’s comprehensive examination took forty minutes and her report also included
copies of 18 digital photographs of Treasury Bond she took on the day and a digital video
which illustrated his response to palpation of his sacroiliac joint. The salient points made
by Lamble were that the horse was in poor body condition and was lame from a significant
injury to his pelvis probably caused after his race at Nottingham and before he ran at Bath.

Equine Veterinary Surgeon at Fellowes Farm Equine Clinic
Veterinary Officer - British Horseracing Authority
Senior Veterinary Surgeon at Huntingdon Racecourse
RCVS Advanced Practitioner Equine Practice
Cardiff University Law School Accredited Expert Witness - Criminal and Civil Certificates
Association of Racecourse Veterinary Surgeons - Committee Member
Tong worked at Fellowes Farm Clinic for 32 years until he retired as a director in
2021. He is an acknowledged expert relied on in court cases involving equine welfare
litigation. He lists his qualifications on his LinkedIn profile and the relevant ones are
identified above. Of particular interest is the accreditation as an expert witness he has
acquired from Cardiff University Law School.
Considering his reputation as an acknowledged expert in these areas, Waring asked
him to provide a second opinion with specific regard to the bodily condition and lameness
of Treasury Bond as reported in his colleague Lamble’s examination.
He stated in his report: “In my role as veterinary surgeon I am experienced in
court cases concerning the welfare of equines. In making this statement I have also
received from Mrs Sarah Waring verbal instruction and by written correspondence in
relation to the horse specified above.”
He examined Treasury Bond on 23 July 2014, five days after Lamble had carried out
the first examination, and made these findings.

Tong went on to explain why he had graded the pelvic area of the horse lower than
the rest of its body.
“This degree of lameness in conjunction with the atrophy of the
glutealmuscles and obvious resentment to palpation of the area
strongly supports a diagnosis of sacroiliac joint injury as the cause
of this horse’s lameness and explains the apparent difference in
body condition score between the hindquarters and the rest of the
horse.
The usual cause of injuries to this area are falls or slipping over at
speed and/or any other traumatic episode that causes twisting or
high stressful forces to the sacroiliac joint. It is not my experience
that this injury occurs spontaneously at speed, without involving a
fall or slipping over at the same time.”
One day before Tong examined Treasury Bond - 22 July 2014 - the BHA sent Mark
Beecroft and Tessa Muir to examine the horse as a result of Waring’s complaint about
Sherwood. While the reason for Muir’s presence was obvious - she was a BHA Veterinary
Officer - why Beecroft was involved was a mystery. His title was Stable Inspecting Officer
(SIO) and he visited licensed trainer’s yards annually with a list of questions like: Do you
have a first aid box? And can I see your accident book?
Beecroft led the visit to view Treasury Bond and Muir’s veterinary report was added
after that of the SIO. It was headed “British Horseracing Authority Welfare Inspection.”
Beecroft proceeded to describe Waring’s stud, showing that it had an abundance of first
class facilities with plenty of feed and water available, although he added that he had
spotted a few weeds in a paddock which was otherwise well fenced and gated.
It was Waring who had made an official complaint against Sherwood, but the BHA
sent Beecroft to conduct a welfare inspection of her premises which, unlike Sherwood’s,
was not required to be licensed by the racing regulator. It was an act of blatant intimidation
against someone who had dared make a serious complaint against a big fish of
British racing, which was then compounded by the BHA not sending anyone to inspect
Sherwood’s training yard until four months later and only then because Waring kept
insisting they investigate her complaint fairly and honestly.
Beecroft next turned his attention to Treasury Bond. He gave a long veterinary
lecture in his report about how body condition of a horse is evaluated using the Carroll
and Huntington scoring method as explained earlier in the Lamble and Tong reports.
It’s complicated and way above the pay scale of a Stable Inspection Officer. Beecroft
didn’t supply any body condition scores, he left that to Muir, who is a vet which Beecroft
plainly isn’t. The obvious question to ask is did Beecroft actually write the report, not least
because it was unsigned?
The report also stated that Sherwood required the opportunity to respond to Waring’s
complaint and to answer questions as to how the horse came to be “borderline” in terms
of physical condition when leaving his training yard. Beecroft continued by giving his expert
opinion on matters he was totally unqualified to consider.
“In my opinion this appears to be a lack of communication between the trainer
and owner. My experience tells me that this horse may suffer from a longstanding
physical issue and that the weight loss on the hind quarters is not through lack of
feeding.”
No evidence was ever put forward at any time that the horse was suffering from
a longstanding physical issue. This suggestion appeared to be a ruse to get Sherwood
off the hook for what Beecroft said was a “borderline” case of negligence, but two vets
indicated this was worse than that and a third report from veterinary officer Muir also
suggested a similar but watered down finding.
What was Beecroft’s experience which enabled him to make such an important
judgement? To be perfectly blunt, while he may be a wizard at mucking out stables and
may even have some knowledge of weeds, he is not an expert in the field of veterinary
medicine, or much else it would seem. As a jockey, he rode his first winner at Ripon in 1977
and his last at Hamilton in 1988. His best year was 1982, when he won nine races. It is
also rumoured he worked at the Northern Racing School for a time, but details are hazy.
His ridiculous impersonation of a vet was the forerunner to numerous similar fake
actions by others associated with the BHA as it covered up for Sherwood.
Muir is a vet but her involvement poses serious questions about her integrity. Within
days of Tong and Lamble preparing reports which asked legitimate questions about
Sherwood’s treatment of Treasury Bond, Muir supplied a report which looked like she was
trying to get the trainer off a welfare rap and the BHA out of a scandal. It was based on the
same model used by Tong and Lamble but she didn’t see a whole lot wrong with the horse.
Her report, which also included a paragraph about minor marks and scratches on the
horse, was brief enough; it wasn’t intended to be expert evidence to be relied on in a court
case.

“

The distal limbs were palpated, no heat or swelling was observed
in the synovial structures of the distal limbs, but there was a mild
increase heat and increased digital pulses were palpable to the
forelimbs. The gelding moved freely in a straight line at walk but was
grade 2/5 lame RH at trot. Grading was slightly worse when initially
trotted and slightly improved on the soft surface. He was bilaterally
short in front at trot on both the hard and soft surface.
To grade Body Score (Caroll and Huntington 1988) the gelding
was visually appraised in conjunction with palpation of the neck,
shoulder, back and ribs and pelvic area including base of tail.
Neck: 2.5
Shoulders, ribs and back: 2
Pelvis and tail head: 2
BCS (Body Condition Score): 2.16 (2.2)
It is my opinion that TREASURY BOND although in lighter than
optimum body condition, did not display any signs of obvious
distress or neglect and appeared BAR (bright, alert and responsive)
during examination and when oberved from a distance in the stable.
There is clearly underlying musculoskeletal issues causing an
overt right hindlimb lameness at trot which will require veterinary
investigation but the gelding appeared comfortable at rest when
standing in the stable and walking in hand.

”

Waring told Muir Treasury Bond was being treated under veterinary supervision with
the powerful anti-inflammatory painkiller Phenylbutazone (Bute) since he returned from
Sherwood and he was sedated when she examined him. It defies belief Muir did not refer
to that plainly relevant information in her report, to explain why, in her opinion, he didn’t
display any signs of distress. It is clear she was working to a different agenda.
Contradicting the groundless opinions expressed by Beecroft and Muir that the horse
had long standing or underlying lameness issues, Waring produced a veterinary certificate
from respected vet Timothy Galer of Peasebrook Equine Clinic in Worcestershire, who
stated: “This is to certify that Treasury Bond was under the care of this Practice from
2009 to 2013. During this period the horse was regularly seen by myself and was
always in excellent condition. The only veterinary treatment that he required was
routine vaccination.”
Sherwood said in a statement he gave to the BHA that Treasury Bond was never
lame at any time while he was training him but he was of such limited ability he was
worried the horse would embarrass him on the racetrack and was glad when Waring took
him home.
John Burgess, an Investigating Officer for the BHA then but now Head of Integrity,
interviewed Sherwood on 4 August, little more than a week after Treasury Bond had been
examined on three separate occasions by different vets who all made findings the horse
was obviously lame and the significant injury affecting his pelvic area had been caused
before the race at Bath. Remarkably, over 50 per cent of the six page report Burgess
subsequently wrote was redacted.
Burgess stated that Sherwood admitted the condition of the horse shown in two
photographs was “less than ideal but not of any great concern.” He said the trainer
felt the horse was in much better condition than any of the photographs when it left for
Bath on 10 July and suspected it was simply a case of it having a particularly hard race on
unsuitable ground.
Burgess concluded his report: “He (Sherwood) insisted he was surprised to hear
the horse was lame when examined on the three occasions after returning to Waring
and could offer no explanation for this stating he was away at the time and was not
informed of any lameness or injury by his staff. He said the horse had never had any
slip or fall (to the best of his knowledge) whilst in training with him.”
A few weeks later the BHA wrote to Waring to say there was “no evidence the
horse’s welfare had been placed at significant risk during its time with Oliver
Sherwood” and they were closing the case. They were in a big rush for some reason,
which is most unlike British racing’s regulator.
Muir, pictured in one of her own publicity shots, worked for the BHA from October
2013 until November 2019, starting out as a veterinary assistant, but made a huge leap of
progress when promoted to Anti-Doping Manager in October 2015, a time when Waring
was preparing to go to court to fight for justice for her crippled horse. Muir got her reward
for getting the BHA off the hook, with her flawed report ultimately deciding the upcoming
legal proceedings between Sherwood and Waring.
She moved to Australia in 2019 to become
Regulatory Veterinarian with Racing Victoria
and in July 2021 was recruited by the United
States Anti-Doping Agency (USADA) to head
its new equine programme which was set-up to
implement the groundbreaking Horseracing
Integrity And Safety Act. But USADA didn’t get
the gig and Muir’s meteoric rise has hit the
buffers. She will be assured of a warm welcome
back at the BHA, where she can always take
up where she left off, shafting enthusiasts in
inimitable BHA style who are mad enough to
want to be racehorse owners.
Muir’s examination of Treasury Bond, which was carried out five days after Gemma
Lamble’s and one day before Tong’s, was far inferior in content and presentation to
those of the two vets from the Fellowes Farm Clinic, but this wasn’t all that was highly
questionable about it.
Significant sections had been blacked out and the BHA refused to supply Waring with
a fully unredacted version, citing data protection laws, but Waring only had their word for
this and time and again the BHA’s word is found to be worthless. It is far more reasonable
to assume the redacted parts contained information that the BHA wanted to hide from
Waring.
Credit where credit is due, Waring gave her all to put a case together good enough
to win, if the judge was honest. She gained court permission for Tong to supply a further
report on the effect on Treasury Bond if he had run at Bath when injured. In his report dated
4 December 2014, Tong stated his and Lamble’s previous diagnosis that the injury to the
sacroiliac joint, which was the cause of the horse’s lameness and muscle wastage, was
chronic in nature.
“This type of injury will cause lameness which if present for some time, with
rest, physiotherapy, medication and other treatments, will improve in its degree
over a number of weeks or months. If however the horse is raced prior to it having
successfully recovered completely from this injury, the race itself could certainly
cause a horse only showing subtle or mild lameness to show a more overt obvious
lameness in the days and weeks immediately after racing.”
To complete the travesty of justice this case rapidly became, all the BHA and
Sherwood had to do was find a judge to make the reports of Tong and Lamble disappear.
And, of course, that’s exactly what happened.

THE AMAZING DISAPPEARING
WITNESSES
Matthew Tong produced an honest, fair and arguably flawless appraisal of Treasury
Bond’s condition after his run at Bath, but he turned from hero to zero when he sold his
soul for a few shillings to the BHA and shredded his reputation and the oath he took when
he became a veterinarian. Out of the blue, he wrote to Waring to say he would cease to be
her vet from February 2015.
“It is with regret that we have to inform you that we are unable to provide
clinical veterinary services to your horses in the future. I have taken on a significant
increase in racecourse duties in 2015 at a number of racecourses which means that
I will be away from the practice much more in the future on a day to day basis.
We are therefore concerned that my input as lead veterinary surgeon for stud
services at Stibbington House Stud may be compromised and therefore we will not
be able to provide the level of consistency and input that you require for your mares
and your clients’ mares coming to stud.”
Tong’s sudden decision to sever ties came as a shock to Waring and the reasons he
gave turned out to be a shameful lie, as he was forced to concede when the case finally
came to court. The vet had become a key actor in the conspiracy to save Sherwood which,
conversely, devastated Waring’s life.
Tong was a director of Fellowes Farm Equine Clinic and they employed other more
than capable vets including Lamble. Tong didn’t offer Waring an alternative vet in his place
and nor did he write to any other of his clients telling them to find another vet because of
his increased workload as a racecourse vet for the BHA. He clearly didn’t want to be seen
to have any connection to Waring and the reason became apparent soon enough.
In his letter of resignation, Tong had at first given Waring some important
reassurance. “This will not affect our input regarding the ongoing court case and
our availability dates for attending at Court remain unchanged.” Tong unequivocally
confirmed in his own words he was fully aware of the impending court case and would be
playing a full part in it. Waring took him at his word, but Tong’s commitment in writing to
give expert evidence in the proceedings brought by Sherwood turned out to be another
despicable lie and the lies became a flood.

A few months later, Tong wrote an extraordinary letter to the judge he understood
would be hearing the case in an effort to avoid giving evidence against Sherwood because
he was now firmly on the BHA payroll. This timeline of events reveals his betrayal of his
client and her horse.
23 July 2014: Tong examined Treasury Bond and
compiled his report.
11 February 2015: Tong wrote to Waring ending their
association, lying about why.
March 2015: Tong was appointed a Veterinary Officer at
the BHA.
08 April 2015: At the direction of the court, Sherwood
provided Tong and Lamble with written
questions they were required to answer as
the agreed expert witnesses under Court
Practice Rules.
21 April 2015: Tong and Lamble fully answered
Sherwood’s questions according to court
rules.
22 April 2015: Tong complied with a court direction to
provide an additional statement as an expert
witness.
14 August 2015: Deputy District Judge Graham Dack formally
agreed in a case management hearing that
Waring could rely on Tong’s and Lamble’s
statements as expert evidence.
17 August 2015: Three days later, with all the preliminary
procedure completed and the case locked
and loaded and ready to go, Tong wrote a
letter to Judge Dack to say he wanted to
withdraw from the case falsely alleging he
had been duped by Waring.
19 February 2016: The court hearing took place at Peterborough
County Court. Tong did not attend. He
subsequently retired from Fellowes Farm
Veterinary Practice and now works full time
for the BHA.

You don’t need a law degree to work out what happened - the BHA “persuaded” the
vet to jump ship and his reward was a handsome stipend from British racing’s regulator.
While nothing would ever surprise you about how corrupt an organisation like the BHA
could be, Tong’s actions in a mostly honourable profession that should be above all this
is sickening. Sadly, racing vets around the world are showing every day that integrity is a
word that's been deleted from their vocabulary.
In a rambling two page letter, Tong made a personal attack on Waring that was wholly
inappropriate and completely unsubstantiated. Documentary evidence I have seen shows
he repeatedly lied. Court rules state that if an expert witness wishes to withdraw from a
case he must contact the person who instructed him to discuss the situation. Tong would
have known this as he has considerable knowledge and experience of acting as an expert
witness, but he failed to follow the rules. These are the main points he raised.

“

Your Honour.
I write with regards to the above case as a Director of Fellowes Farm
Equine Clinic as I believe we may be being misrepresented by the
Defendant in this matter Mrs Sarah Waring and I wish the facts to
be made available to your Honour concerning the circumstances
surrounding our involvement in this matter.
During this period our professional relationship as veterinary
surgeons providing veterinary services to Mrs Waring had been
gradually deteriorating in the latter half of 2014 and early part of 2015
with frequent demanding emails and telephone calls to the practice
with a frequent barrage of abuse, erratic requests and occasional
foul language so much so that in February 2015 I wrote to Mrs
Waring informing her that we would no longer provide veterinary
service to her and asking her to make alternative arrangements.
I have to admit that I used the excuse of changing work
responsibilities, which had in fact occurred, as part of the reason for
our decision but in truth we could not countenance continuing to
provide veterinary services to her because of her behaviour.
We have tried our best with this person but our patience is
exhausted and we do not wish any further involvement with this
case. As I state previously we have never been formally instructed
by anyone in this case but have rather been drawn in to a situation
in which we were trying to be of help in the first instance but have
become increasingly despondent following our treatment at the
hands of Mrs Waring.

”

Tong’s and Lamble’s expert reports correctly filed with the court unequivocally
indicated Treasury Bond ran at Bath while suffering from a serious pelvic injury. The horse
had received multiple treatments on his pelvic area from a chiropractor, including the day
before the race. At no time did Tong or Lamble suggest the veterinary opinions they had
provided about Treasury Bond’s condition were incorrect; Tong created a personal issue
with Waring to avoid having to go into court to give evidence that damned Sherwood.
Tong had not spoken to Waring about the issues he had raised in his letter to the
judge and neither did he send her a copy. I have seen numerous emails from Tong and
Fellowes Farm Clinic in which they unconditionally confirmed the vets' attendance at
the upcoming hearing and supplied lists of dates they would be available. Emails show
that Waring had without any doubt instructed Fellowes Farm Clinic to provide expert
reports, but Tong did a sudden u-turn and lied to a judge to avoid giving evidence against
Sherwood.
At no time did Tong complain verbally or in writing to Waring about “a barrage of
abuse, erratic requests and occasional foul language” as he claimed in his letter.
When the court sent Waring a copy, which was the first she knew about his allegations,
she repeatedly tried to contact him before the court case to discuss the situation, but he
refused to return her calls and failed to attend the court. He showed himself to be not only
a liar but a gutless coward hiding out of sight and unable to look Waring in the eye.
The truth of this situation is that the court had no jurisdiction over the defamatory
allegations in Tong’s letter and didn’t reply. This was none of the court’s business, it was
not about the expert evidence Tong and Lamble had sworn was the truth, and these
astonishing events then became even more extraordinary when other disappearing
witnesses failed to show up for the hearing as part of a sinister conspiracy against Waring.
This is the list with the reasons for their absence.
Waring’s witnesses

SARAH ARKELL. Tong was not the only one to write a bizarre letter to the judge. Sarah
Arkell, a riding instructor and eventer, had been so impressed with the way Treasury Bond
moved when she saw him in a field she offered Waring £3000 to buy him, but plans had
already been made for the horse to go into training.
Waring asked Arkell to make a statement as an expert witness confirming her opinion of
the horse, which she did, and to attend the hearing to give that evidence in person to show
that Treasury Bond was in perfect condition before he went to Sherwood.
Arkell’s written statement said: “I went to see Treasury Bond, her Thoroughbred
chestnut gelding, twice while he was in a field with her other horses. Both times
Treasury Bond was happily grazing. His temperament and condition were amazing
as all Sarah’s horses are.
I was very impressed with his movement and how clean his limbs were. This
was very important to me as I was looking for a horse to do dressage and maybe
eventing in which dressage is highly important.”
Waring paid her £80 travelling expenses to get to Peterborough Court, but when she
suddenly decided to withdraw from the case Waring subpoenaed her to force her
attendance as she believed Arkell had been “got at.”
Half way through the hearing the judge disclosed a solicitor had written a letter to the court
a week earlier to say Arkell wouldn’t be attending because she had no one to look after her
daughter on the day. Waring knew nothing about the letter.
ADAM FITCH. As Waring’s farrier at the time, Fitch was asked to remove the shoes from
the horse on 18 July 2014, one day after Gemma Lamble examined him after his return
from Sherwood and four days before Muir conducted her examination. Waring asked Fitch
to write a report on the horse’s condition and attend Peterborough court to give evidence in
person, to which he agreed.
His report stated Treasury Bond was “extremely reluctant” to lift and flex his hind legs
to have his shoes taken off and feet trimmed and the issue was in the horse’s sacroiliac
joint. Waring had to administer the horse a sedative paste for the farrier to complete his
work and when Fitch visited again six weeks later the same procedure was followed for the
horse to have his feet trimmed.
“Over the period of the last eight months Treasury Bond has progressively
overcome his discomfort whilst being trimmed and on his last routine trimming has
shown a huge improvement although he is still unable to bring his hind limb forward
to be placed on a foot stall (rest) whilst being worked on.”
This was significant evidence, showing that it took months of rest and care to return
Treasury Bond to something near his previous condition.
As the time for the court hearing approached, Fitch told Waring he wouldn’t be able to
attend as he was “going away.” Waring subpoenaed him to force his attendance, again
believing he was “got at.” Fitch did turn up at Peterborough Court on 19 February 2016,
but was told by the judge before Waring could call him to give evidence he wasn’t required
and he could go.
The judge decided this of his own volition, choosing personally who he was prepared to
hear on the day and the farrier became another of the amazing disappearing witnesses.
It’s easy for a judge with his own agenda to bully a litigant representing herself like Waring.
Green made no reference to Fitch’s written statement in his judgment.
Sherwood’s witnesses

LISA KOZAK. A “Hearsay Notice” was attached to a written statement made by Kozak,
Sherwood’s travelling head girl who accompanied Treasury Bond to Bath racecourse
along with head lad Stefan Namesansky. This means Sherwood was relying on her written
evidence in the case but she wouldn’t be attending to give oral evidence and a condition of
this arrangement was that a reason for her absence had to be specified.
Sherwood, who was said to be representing himself, wrote in the notice: “The reason the
claimant does not intend to call Lisa Kozak to give oral evidence is that she is based
in Lambourn, Berkshire and on the day of trial is likely to have duties as travelling
head lass at short notice and it is not possible for her to travel to Peterborough to
give evidence orally.”
Sherwood employed Kozak and could easily have made arrangements for her to attend,
but that would have meant Kozak would have been required to answer any questions
under cross-examination. Kozak said in her written statement she saw nothing wrong with
Treasury Bond at Bath.
“I definitely had no reason to be worried and as Stefan knows the horse he would
have let me know if he was at all worried about him after the race.”
Kozak, now known under her maiden name of Cook, subsequently followed the surprisingly
well worn path of some of the major players in this story - she now has a job with the BHA
as an equine welfare officer.
ANTHONY WEBBER. Sherwood again pulled the “Hearsay Notice” trick to prevent
Webber, an equine chiropractor, facing questions in court over his written statement.
Sherwood said his job prevented him travelling to Peterborough.
Webber stated in writing he manipulated Treasury Bond’s pelvis in order to tighten his
sacroiliac joints before he ran at Nottingham and Bath. “The horse appeared to me
to have a condition which is typical of a large number of racehorses who benefit
from having one or both sacroiliac joints tightened up to make the joint stable and
secure.”
He further said as far as he was aware the horse exhibited no sign of lameness when in
training with Sherwood, who charged Waring’s syndicate over £500 for back treatment and
massages to deal with an injury the trainer and his staff said the horse never had. Webber
is the brother of trainer Paul Webber, a close friend of Sherwood.
STEFAN NAMESANSKY. He saw the horse everyday, including when riding him out,
as Sherwood’s head lad and knew more about his condition than anyone at Rhonehurst
Stables, which both Sherwood and Kozak acknowledged in their statements. But,
surprisingly, Namesansky did not make a statement and did not appear at the trial to give
evidence in person. And, even more mysteriously, he was not available to be interviewed
by BHA officer, John Burgess, on the two occasions he visited Sherwood’s yard in
August and November 2014 as part of the official investigation. What was the big secret
surrounding the invisible head lad?

It is perfectly clear who was behind the amazing disappearing witnesses. Oliver Sherwood
(pictured) prevented his own witnesses attending court because he didn’t want them to
face any potentially difficult questions and the no-show of Waring’s witnesses, with more
than a little help from the BHA and the judge, also only benefited one person - Oliver
Sherwood.
So who is the corrupt judge who agreed with everything Sherwood said and randomly
threw out the legitimate and independent evidence Waring had assiduously put together?

IN PART TWO
A CORRUPT JUDGE
DOES NOT SEARCH
FOR THE TRUTH

HER MOTHER IS
ALIVE - GET HER
ASSETS

THE STRANGE BHA
WELFARE VISIT TO
SHERWOOD’S YARD

